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BuzziNest 

BuzziSpace’s new silent workstations are all you need to erase 
distractive noise from any workplace. 
Introduction 
BuzziNest is a unique collection of acoustical booths and pods distinguished by their incredible ability to reduce 
noise both from the inside and outside. Featuring built-in castors that accommodate quick lay-out changes, 
BuzziNest is a truly versatile solution that helps create happier and healthier contemporary workspaces.   
 
The Story 
Designed to act as a freestanding room within a room, 
BuzziNest comes in two models: BuzziNest Booth and 
BuzziNest Pod. The compact acoustic privacy Booth (1.2m2) 
for one offers a private space to work and take phone/ 
video calls, while BuzziNest Pod (3m2) allows two to four 
people to hold face-to-face meetings, collaborations and 
video conferences in any space without disturbing others, 
and most importantly, being disturbed.   
 
BuzziNest offers a luxe upholstered exterior that is visually 
appealing and at the same time significantly reduces noise 
in the space. The interior of BuzziNest is built using acoustic 
panels to ensure maximum peace and quiet on the inside.  
 
To accommodate different interior style preferences, BuzziNest comes in 3 frames - white, black, or truffle grey 
- and over 90 high-quality colorful fabrics and felts to dress BuzziNest’s interior and exterior. For the Booth, a 
right-handed or left-handed opening is available for optimal use in a space.  
BuzziNest can be elevated with a wide range of shelf and table finishes, seating options, table heights and 
electrification. 
 
BuzziSpace has built-in a fresh air ventilation system and an LED lighting system, both powered by motion 
sensor to eliminate unnecessary electricity use but, at the same time, guaranteeing that each user enters a 
booth filled with fresh air. A main power outlet and two USB (A+C) plug-ins are built into the room’s furniture 
to eliminate workflow disruption.  
 
To round out this versatile design, BuzziNest can be easily installed by two people, and built-in castors can be 
suspended from the booth’s base to enable mobility – without dismantling –   and accommodate quick lay-out 
changes often needed in today’s contemporary workspaces. 
 
Designer: BuzziSpace Studio 
 
 

About BuzziSpace 
BuzziSpace creates solutions for happy and healthy spaces around the world. With a mission to improve well-
being through human-centric design, the Belgian design brand provides original acoustic solutions, lighting 
and furnishings to meet the needs of the modern workplace—and beyond. Founded in 2007, BuzziSpace has 
grown into an award-winning acoustics leader. The Antwerp-based company has established an international 
presence with showrooms in Antwerp, New York, and Chicago, and its own manufacturing facility in Bladel 
(NL).  
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